Characterization of cell-type specific profiles in tissues and isolated cells from squamous cell carcinomas of the lung.
Lung cancer accounts for 28% of all cancer deaths, a higher percentage than any other human cancer. Squamous Cell Carcinoma (SqCC) is the most common lung neoplasm and is a tumor that is extensively associated with tobacco use. Despite the association of many genetic alterations with lung cancer, the precise molecular mechanisms of tumorigenesis, for the most part, remain ambiguous. Although many studies of lung cancer have used global transcript profiling approaches designed to uncover genes or pathways that are important in lung tumorigenesis, no strong candidates have emerged. A lack of concurrence amongst these various studies can be attributed, in a large part, to the cellular heterogeneity within lung tissue. We have attempted to reduce this complication by designing a profiling strategy that will minimize the confounding involvement of tissue heterogeneity in gene expression of lung tumors. Specifically, we have profiled transcript expression levels in both isolated cells and tissues from SqCC and normal samples. Our strategy consists of combining and subtracting the input of these various cell types which has produced a unique transcript profile of the squamous carcinoma cell. We then analyzed the data using Pathways Assist analysis software to determine which processes may be involved in SqCC tumorigenesis. The MAP/ERK pathway involved in growth and differentiation was the pathway that was most frequently identified across all comparisons. In addition, biological interaction networks of the SqCC profile identified IL-8 as playing a potentially important role SqCC development.